Abstract-With the proliferation of handheld devices, information access on mobile devices is a topic of growing relevance. This paper presents a system that allows the user to search for information on mobile devices using spoken natural-language queries. We explore several issues related to the creation of this system, which combines state-of-the-art speech-recognition and information-retrieval technologies. This is the first work that we are aware of which evaluates spoken query based information retrieval on a commonly available and well researched text database, the Chinese news corpus used in National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)'s TREC-5 and TREC-6 benchmarks. To compare spoken-query retrieval performance for different relevant scenarios and recognition accuracies, the benchmark queries-read verbatim by 20 speakers-were recorded simultaneously through three channels: headset microphone, PDA microphone, and cellular phone.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE is increasing interest in incorporating speech technologies on mobile devices. Speech input provides the following benefits:
• potentially faster input speed compared to keypads and/or handwriting recognition; • ability to be used on small form-factor devices: in many mobile devices, a microphone is already included as a part of the device and; • natural and easy user interface. There is also growth in the use of mobile devices for accessing information and multimedia content. This trend is especially noticeable in Asia. For example, NTT DoCoMo has over 30 million users accessing textual and multimedia information from the World Wide Web with the i-mode service. Similarly, China already has over 170 million cellular-phone users as of May 2002 and the use of short messaging service (SMS) has grown tremendously in the past year. There is a growing trend in increasing the capability of mobile devices such as cellular phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs) so that they are not merely communication and storage devices, but also information-access devices. With the upcoming 2.5G and 3G wireless networks, it will become possible for mobile phone users to download or stream music and other multimedia content through the wireless network to their mobile devices. For these applications, it is crucial for the users to be able to easily search for and obtain their desired contents.
In this paper, we describe a spoken-query information retrieval system that has been implemented for Mandarin Chinese. A prototype of the system currently exists which allows users to search for information over a mobile device, in our case a Compaq iPAQ PocketPC. The focus of this paper, however, is on offline evaluation using read queries. While the system can be adapted to any type of textual content, we evaluated our system on a database traditionally used in information retrieval research to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the system. As far as we know, this is the first published work which systematically evaluates the applicability of spoken-query information retrieval on a commonly available and well-researched information-retrieval benchmark. We are using a collection of Chinese news articles that had been used during the NIST TREC-5 and TREC-6 conferences [28] .
We explore several issues related to the creation of this information search system. We incorporate special considerations related to the linguistic properties of the Chinese language. The basic unit of the Chinese text is the character and the basic unit of the Chinese phonological system is the syllable. The GB-2312 character set defines over 6700 characters. Approximately 3-4000 Chinese characters can fully cover the Chinese writing system and approximately 400 Chinese syllables can fully cover the Mandarin Chinese phonological system (where Mandarin is the official Chinese dialect). When the Chinese tones are considered, the number of syllables grows to about 1250. The language is monosyllabic in nature, where each character is pronounced as a syllable, with a many-to-many mapping. A Chinese word may contain one or several characters and there is no explicit word delimiters, hence a given Chinese character sequence may be segmented in multiple ways to form different word sequences that have different meanings. Consequently, much ambiguity exists in the problem of Chinese word segmentation. Our current task of spoken query information retrieval requires bridging the gap between a spoken query and a textual document collection. This may involve i) transforming and representing the spoken query in terms of characters and performing retrieval by matching with documents in character space or ii) transforming and representing the textual documents in terms of syllables and performing retrieval by matching with queries in syllable space. In this paper, we organize our investigation as follows.
• We explore the use of different indexing (and retrieval) units for the spoken-query information-retrieval task. First of all, we evaluate the performance of the search engine when different indexing units are used, specifically character unigrams, overlapping character bigrams, syllable unigrams, and syllable bigrams. The overlap in -gram formation circumvents the problem of word-tokenization ambiguity in Chinese. The use of bigrams should capture some sequential lexical constraints since the majority of Chinese words are bi-character (hence also bi-syllable) words. In these experiments, we assume "perfect speech recognition" by using the correct character and syllable sequences to form the respective -grams. This part of our investigation establishes a reference retrieval-performance benchmark for spoken-query retrieval. Because Mandarin Chinese is a syllabic language with a finite set of approximately 400 syllables, it is particularly worthwhile to explore the feasibility of indexing textual contents by syllable -grams. We have also attempted to boost this benchmark by applying a query expansion technique.
• This work also explores the effect of imperfect speech recognition on retrieval performance. Spoken queries recorded from three different sources (headset microphone, PDA microphone and cellular telephone) are used.
Since the acoustic models of our speech recognizer are trained on headset microphone speech, the PDA microphone and cellular telephone speech present increasing channel distortions for recognition. Such distortions tend to cause recognition errors which in turn affect retrieval performance. Hence, we have incorporated a channel-compensation technique to counteract such effects. In order to transcribe the spoken query into characters or syllables, we have used both a large-vocabulary continuous speech recognizer (LVCSR) and a Chinese syllable recognizer. Character and syllable -grams are subsequently derived from the transcriptions. It should be noted that LVCSR incorporates rich lexical constraints from the recognizer's vocabulary and language model, but is vulnerable to out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words such as named entities. Contrastively, a syllable recognizer is not affected by the OOV problem, but lacks lexical constraints. We have also applied speaker/channel adaptation during recognition in order to minimize recognition errors and their negative effects upon retrieval performance.
• We have studied the use of two speech recognition systems in the task for information retrieval. The first system is a high-accuracy, state-of-the-art large-vocabulary, continuous-speech recognition (LVCSR) system that is widely available [22] . The second system is a syllable-based recognizer that is trained using the publicly available MSR Mandarin Speech Toolkit database [3] and the publicly available HTK toolkit [27] . We are using the LVCSR system because we want to understand the benefit of a state-of-the-art system with well-trained acoustic and language models trained with an amount of data not typically seen in Mandarin speech-recognition research.
On the other hand, we created the HTK based recognizer because all the major components are available and it will provide a better baseline for researchers who are interested in speech recognition research. We have studied the effect of using different speech-recognition results: Chinese characters versus syllables. Using a large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition system to perform recognition provides the benefit of generating Chinese characters and generally higher accuracy. However, since the size of the lexicon for the large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition engine is under 60 000 words, there will be many out-of-vocabulary words in normal usage. For example, while common city names may already be in the lexicon and thus are more easily recognized by the LVCSR engine, less common city names are not included in the lexicon and are difficult to be recognized correctly. Using syllables as recognition units can provide better ability to handle such out of vocabulary queries.
Another issue we explore in this paper is the adaptability of a speech-recognition system trained on high-quality speech recorded through headset microphones in handling new channel conditions such as the ones encountered when using personal digital assistants or cellular phones. While considerable amounts of high-quality speech data have been recorded historically in many languages for desktop dictation or command-and-control applications, the recording of similar amounts of data in new user scenarios such as over cellular phones or personal digital assistants is time consuming and expensive. In particular, as more devices are created in the future, it will be very expensive to collect large amounts of training data for all types of microphones and devices. In this paper, we study the use of speech recognition systems trained mainly on wide band, desktop data toward testing data collected under several scenarios. Also, we have developed a method to map the originally recorded high quality speech corpus to be closer to the target condition and its effectiveness is reported.
We examine the issue of channel effects by collecting a speech corpus which contains speech collected through three different channels (cellular phone, an iPAQ PocketPC PDA, and a headset microphone for baseline comparisons). By simultaneously recording the same speech through all three channels, we can more easily evaluate the channel's impact on recognition accuracy. It is found that while waveforms recorded on the iPAQ PocketPC are significantly different from those recorded on the desktop microphone, with some adaptation very good performance can be obtained on waveforms recorded with an iPAQ. However, the greater mismatch between data recorded on cellular phones and that on headsets brings up a more challenging speech recognition task.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we survey related work in speech query information retrieval, in Section III, the system architecture and the detailed descriptions of each individual component are provided. Section IV describes the experimental conditions and results. Sections V and VI present our conclusions and future extensions, respectively. 
II. PREVIOUS WORK
There has been relatively little work in spoken-query information retrieval compared with spoken-document retrieval. Kupiec et al. used a speaker-dependent speech-recognition system to recognize spoken keywords for information retrieval. A hypothesized phone sequence was generated from the speech-recognition system where each input keyword is spoken in isolation. The hypothesized phone sequence was also matched against possible keywords in the document database. Kupiec reported satisfactory results when the system was used to query articles in an encyclopedia [12] .
More recently, there has been work in combining speech recognition with information retrieval using relatively small text or spoken document databases [1] . Chen et al. have previously compared the effect of using speech or text for both query and document source in information retrieval. Using spoken queries on text content was found to provide better retrieval performance compared to using text queries on spoken content [4] . However, this experiment was not conducted with widely available and well studied public databases.
In the related area of spoken-document retrieval, there has been extensive work reported over several years of TREC conferences [26] . Various approaches have been tried in indexing the spoken documents, ranging from using sub-word decomposition of English as representation units [10] , [17] to using large-vocabulary recognition output of the spoken documents. More recently, there has also been work on using English news articles as queries for retrieving Mandarin spoken documents [15] .
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Overview
The prototype system consists of three components (Fig. 1) . On the mobile device, there is a small client program which transmits spoken queries to the search engine. The data is transmitted to the engine in PCM format. Extensions to the client program that would allow features to be computed on the client, similar to distributed speech recognition approaches such as the Aurora project [18] , is part of our future work.
The search engine passes the received speech samples to a LVCSR speech recognition engine. The recognized results are then used as the query sequence to generate a ranked list of relevant documents. To accelerate the retrieval process, syllablebased or character-based indices are pre-created using an indexer on the text corpus. Fig. 2 shows the user interface shown to the user. The recognized query is returned from the recognizer to the client and shown in the upper input window. The results from using the query sentence to search the database are shown in a ranked list below the input window. The user can then select any of the returned links to get the detailed content, or modify the query sentence by speech, soft keyboard, or handwriting.
To more formally study the effectiveness of the spoken query driven information retrieval approach, we focus on experimental results gathered on an offline system. The offline system allows us to flexibly change the indexing representation and the recognition engine. In the offline evaluations, the client component does not exist and the speech-recognition component is either an LVCSR or a syllable-unit based engine.
B. Information Retrieval Engine
1) Baseline System: Our information retrieval (IR) engine employs the well-known and commonly used vector-space model for information retrieval [19] due to its simplicity and good performance consistently verified by previous benchmarks. In this model, every word of the language is assumed to carry a certain concept and stands for a dimension in a high-dimensional space. A document, as well as a query, is represented in the space by a vector, where every element is associated with a particular word occurring in it. In this way the closeness of one document to one query, namely the similarity, can be calculated by the inner product of the two corresponding vectors. To execute a query, the engine orders the documents by their similarities to that query and returns the top -ranked ones. In other words, the quantity of , the similarity given the query and the document , is computed using the formula (1) In this equation, and denote the weight of term in the query and document respectively. Term weighting usually deviates among various systems and many variants have been proposed since the 1970's [21] , [24] . The most popular family of weighing formulae is usually referred to as the TF.IDF approach, in which each weight is computed from three components: the term frequency ( ), the inverse document frequency (
) and some form of document length normalization.
A large variety of heuristic modifications of the basic TF.IDF formula has been proposed in the literature, including nonlinear compression of and values (such as replacing by ) and introduction of tunable parameters. Instead of trying to gain theoretic and practical understanding of the benefits and disadvantages of each individual formula variation, we took the approach of viewing the choice of the optimal weighting-formula version and its parameters as an optimization problem. We approached it in a blind data-driven manner using an evolutionary learning algorithm [6] , [11] .
We first combine various variations of the TF.IDF formula proposed in the literature as well as tuning parameters to generate a population of 200 weighting formula variations. Then those formulae that yield highest mAP scores for the TREC-5 queries (the development set) are selected. In the evolutionary learning iteration, they cross-over with each other so as to produce a new population. The procedure repeats five times and the best formula found undergoes further fine-tuning to get the final weighting formula. For example, for the indexing unit "char-UB" (see Section IV-A-II), we obtain the following optimal formula: (2) (3) (4) with denoting the number of occurrences of term in the document; being the total number of documents in the corpus;
denoting the number of documents that contain term ;
being the average term frequency in the document;
denoting the number of units in the document ; and two tunable parameters, and . Some terms only have syntactic usefulness in the language and thus are considered as noncontent words. They are removed from the query beforehand, usually by looking up a manually crafted "stop list." In addition to the stop list, we also remove those terms that very frequently occur in the documents: A term is included in the stop list if is more than , where is another tunable parameter. 2) Query Expansion: To improve retrieval performance, modern information-retrieval systems usually use pseudo (blind) relevance-feedback techniques. First, the original query is used to retrieve a preliminary ranked list of documents. Then the top weighted terms are extracted from the top documents in the list, which are assumed to be relevant to the query. Finally, a new query is constructed by adding these terms and is used to generate the final result. This is actually a simplified version of the Rocchio algorithm [20] . The optimal values of and are also established by the evolutionary algorithm.
C. Choosing the Best Indexing Units for Chinese
The first difficulty in applying standard information-retrieval technology to Chinese articles is to find a suitable indexing unit. The Chinese language has around 3-4000 frequently used characters. Chinese text is written without segmentation-there is no natural spacing within a sentence. So there are no natural and unambiguous word units that can be used for indexing. This problem is especially challenging for infrequently occurring words such as proper names of people and locations.
Literature proposes to use sub-word units as the indexing units for speech-enabled information retrieval [17] . This poses another problem: every spoken Chinese character is pronounced as a single syllable. Considering that the total number of Chinese syllables is approximately 400 (not considering tones), it is obvious that a syllable sequence has far less information than the corresponding character sequence.
Although successful sentence-segmentation algorithms have been proposed to handle the first issue, none of them can perform this task with 100% accuracy. Out-of-vocabulary words are the main problem. A promising approach is to use overlapping bigrams as the indexing units. Previous results show that this approach can achieve retrieval performance comparable to word-based approaches [28] .
We have experimented with various types of possible indexing units in our information-retrieval system, in particular single characters (unigrams), overlapping character bigrams, single syllables (unigrams) and overlapping syllable bigrams. Bigrams with document frequency 1 are not used, assuming they just occur in the corpus by chance and do not actually carry meaningful concepts. In addition, we have experimented with the combination of unigrams and bigrams.
D. Speech Recognition System
We have performed experiments using both an LVCSR system and a syllable based speech recognition system on the collected corpus. One benefit of using an LVCSR system is its higher accuracy due to the extensive information provided by the lexicon and the powerful language model. Although large-vocabulary speech-recognition systems tend to have higher recognition accuracies, there will be cases when the query has out-of-vocabulary words and phrases such as names of people and locations. In these cases, a syllable-based speech-recognition system and a bi-syllable based indexing method may allow users to successfully find the desired content when the character-based method would fail. Also, the LCVSR engine available to us at this time, the Microsoft SAPI 5.0 recognition engine, was trained on high-quality headset-microphone data and does not match well to the data that we collected over the iPAQ and cellular phones. On the other hand, we have the opportunity to train more channel-dependent models with the syllable recognizer. Detailed descriptions of the two systems are presented below.
1) SAPI 5.0 Mandarin Speech Recognition Engine:
The LVCSR engine applied is a component in the publicly available Microsoft SAPI 5.0 SDK [22] . Acoustic models were trained on data from over 1000 speakers with each speaker speaking over 200 utterances while wearing a headset microphone. The decoder uses a lexicon of over 50 000 Chinese multi-character words and utilizes a language model which was trained on over 1 billion characters of Chinese text. The engine is an extension of the Whisper system with additional features added to handle the tonal variations that occur in Mandarin Chinese [2] .
The audio recording obtained from the user is passed to the Microsoft SAPI engine through the web server to perform large-vocabulary continuous Mandarin speech recognition. When keeping the speaker's acoustic information in a user profile, the SAPI engine can perform unsupervised adaptation to the input audio data based on the background adaptation feature of SAPI [22] . In addition to standard HMM model adaptation techniques, the engine performs aggressive adaptation of the silence and speech means used by the acoustic front end for cepstral mean normalization. We have passed the same audio file to the SAPI engine consecutively for five times based on the same user profile and observed significant error rate reduction through this adaptation process, which we attribute mostly to the front-end adaptation. The character output after five iterations are used as our recognized Chinese string for information retrieval.
2) HTK-Based Syllable Speech Recognition System: The syllable speech recognizers were trained using the same procedure as the benchmarking system described in the Microsoft Research (MSR) Mandarin Speech Toolbox [3] . For the headset and iPAQ recordings, we used wide-band models trained on the MSR Mandarin Speech Toolbox corpus directly, while for the cellular-phone recordings, a set of narrow-band models was created using the channel-mapping technique described in the following section.
During recognition, a tonal model and a lexicon comprising the 1250 tonal syllables of Mandarin is used. However, since tone recognition without lexical or language-model constraints is highly unreliable, tone information was stripped from the recognition output in all spoken-query retrieval experiments.
3) Channel Mapping: Since a Mandarin cellular-phone training database of sufficient size was not available, we applied the following channel-mapping strategy to compensate for the channel differences between training data and testing data: First, we estimated the average power-spectral densities and of the down-sampled wide-band training data and a small held-out portion of the cellular-phone test data, respectively, (5) where is the number of speech frames and the power spectral density of the -th speech frame given by (6) Here, is the length of speech frames including padded zeros and is a Hamming window. We only used nonsilence frames to calculate the average power-spectral density, using an energy threshold to classify frames as speech or silence. Note that signal and should be long enough to satisfy the assumption that estimated spectral densities represent the channel more appropriately than the actual speech content.
Then, we estimated the average power-spectral density of the mapping filter and calculated the autocorrelation sequence of (7) (8) Fig. 3 . Sample topic from the TREC-6 evaluation.
Given , the coefficients and the gain of an auto-regressive (AR) linear filter, , can be estimated by the Levinson-Durbin recursion. Finally, we mapped waveforms in the training data from their original channel to the test data channel by filtering them with this filter. More details about the acoustic channel mapping method can be found in [23] .
The whole MSR Mandarin Speech Toolbox corpus was filtered to match the cellular-phone channel and a narrow-band HMM model was trained on both the unfiltered down-sampled MSR Mandarin Speech Toolbox corpus and the newly mapped training set. The mapped training set contributed to the HMM model only after the decision tree was generated. In experiments on the development set, we found that this approach reduced the syllable error rate by over three percentage points compared to using only down-sampled data without adding mapped data (error reduction from 52.4% to 49.1%).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Baseline Retrieval Results Using Text Queries 1) Text Database:
The document collection used in the NIST TREC-5/6 Chinese tasks contains 164 789 documents from the People's Daily and the Xinhua News Agency. There was no word-segmentation information supplied. For the TREC-5 evaluation, NIST constructed 28 topics for this task but only 19 of them were used to generate official results. In the TREC-6 evaluation, 26 new topics were provided on the same collection. Human assessors manually selected and verified the articles in the database that are related to each topic. This allows systematic evaluation of information-retrieval performance. A sample query from the TREC-6 evaluation corpora is shown in Fig. 3 . In our experiments, TREC-5 was used as a development set for parameter tuning, while TREC-6 acted as the evaluation set.
Ignoring the parallel English text, there are three sections in one topic, namely the title, the description and the narrative. Although all the sections are exploited in a typical run submitted for the TREC contest, we only choose the title section as our query sequence because it is written as a natural short phase, which, in our opinion, is more similar to phrases that would be used by humans to express their search requests.
2) Baseline Retrieval Results: To first evaluate the effectiveness of various indexing methods, we supplied the search engine with the correct character/syllable transcription of the queries. The results are listed in Table I . We compare retrieval performance for six different types of indexing units, including Chinese characters (char), Chinese syllables (syl), unigrams (U), overlapping bigrams (B), as well as unigrams plus bigrams (UB). The weighting schemes (a set of term-weighting methods with corresponding parameters) were optimized individually for each type of indexing unit to ensure that their retrieval capabilities are impartially investigated. Numbers shown are the usual mean average precision (mAP) scores, a widely accepted criterion in the information retrieval community. Retrieval is performed both with and without query expansion.
We can draw the following conclusions. 1) Chinese-character unigrams do carry some information, far more than syllable unigrams. 2) Bigrams perform significantly better than unigrams as index units. 3) Syllable-level bigrams (syl-B) and the unigram-bigram combination (syl-UB) have similar retrieval performance as character bigrams (char-B) and the unigram-bigram combination (char-UB), even though characters carry more information than syllables. The two indexing methods char-UB and syl-UB provide good retrieval performance that is comparable to that reported in [13] , where a mean-average precision of 0.4755 is achieved on TREC-6 database under the same test conditions. We chose these for subsequent experiments. The parameter optimization was done as described in Section III-B1 using evolutionary algorithms. In this optimization, we did not include the popular Okapi (BM25) formula, which is commonly amongst the best-ranking information-retrieval criterions. While we are not aware of Okapi-based results on the TREC-6 data for title-only queries, [8] reports a mean-average precision score of 0.5129 on TREC-6 for long queries (title, description and narrative). For comparison, we applied our method to long queries. The resulting system, optimized using the TREC-5 queries (our development set), achieves a mean-average precision score of 0.5792 on TREC-6.
In this paper, we used nontonal syllables as representation units for indexing text documents even though Chinese syllables are tonal. There are several reasons for making this choice. First of all, the use of tonal syllables would significantly increase the size of syllable unigram and bigram indexing vectors. Secondly, the comparison between character bigram and syllable bigram shows that for text retrieval, the smaller vocabulary size of nontonal syllables already provides enough information for comparable retrieval results. Lastly, previous results in syllable recognition have shown that tonal syllable recognition error rate is significantly higher than nontonal syllable recognition (32.45% versus 22.66%, respectively) [3] .
B. Speech Recognition Baseline Results for Spoken Queries 1) Speech Database:
We have collected a database of spoken queries from 20 male speakers. Only male speakers are recorded for the testing set because the database used for training the syllable recognizer contains only male speakers. To study the effect of channel on speech recognition performance, the data were collected in a quiet office environment over three channels simultaneously: 1) an Andrea noise-canceling headset microphone, 2) a Compaq iPAQ PocketPC PDA using the original built-in microphone, and 3) a Motorola L2000 cellular phone running over a GSM network. The speakers were instructed to read the queries from the NIST TREC-5 and TREC-6 Chinese corpus, consecutively, in a natural fashion. The recordings were then manually verified and segmented. Each person spoke 108 sentences comprising the titles and descriptions of all 54 topics provided for the TREC-5 and TREC-6 benchmarks. Since we only perform evaluations on the title sections, we have been able to use the recordings of the 54 description sections per person for channel adaptation. We use ten speakers as our development set and the remaining ten speakers as our test set. The channel mapping methodology described in Section III-D3 was implemented using the data from the development set while all experiments reported are conducted on data from speakers in the test set.
2) Speech Recognition Baseline Results: We have trained two HMM models using HTK. For the desktop and iPAQ channels, a model was trained on the wide-band MSRCN Mandarin Speech Toolkit data described in [3] . For the cell-phone channel, we created a model on narrow-band data obtained by mapping the MSRCN wide-band data to cellular-phone channel conditions as described in Section III-D3 (the recordings used for channel mapping were not part of the test set). The test set consists of the first 54 sentences (title-part of the topics) from the ten evaluation set speakers. The average recognition error rates of the ten speakers for three channels are listed in Table II . The results for the ten development set speakers are also shown.
Supervised MLLR (maximum likelihood linear regression) and MAP (maximum a-posteriori) adaptation was performed on the original models to adapt them to the channel. Sentences 55 to 108 (description-part of the queries) from the ten speakers in the development set were used for performing this channel adaptation. Two iterations of adaptation were used with the HEAdapt tool in the HTK toolkit using the two-pass approach suggested by the HTK documentation: On the first pass, a global adaptation was performed for every output distribution of every model. Adaptation was done incrementally after every 54 utterances (every one speaker). Only MLLR was used in this pass. The second pass used this global transformation to transform the model set, producing better frame/state alignments which were then used to estimate a set of more specific transforms for specific groups of Gaussians. To identify the number of transforms that can be estimated using the current adaptation data, HEAdapt used a regression class tree to cluster together groups of output distributions that were to undergo the same transformation. The regression class tree was built by using the models and state occupation statistics generated by the last embedded re-estimation. One can see that adaptation to the channel provides substantial improvements in syllable recognition rates for all three types of channel conditions. Table III shows the retrieval performance on various indexing units, including the combination of unigrams and bigrams (char-UB) and the corresponding syllable-based version of that combination (syl-UB). We have used both large-vocabulary Mandarin speech recognition (SAPI 5.0) as well as syllable-loop recognition (HTK 2.2) to perform speech recognition on the spoken queries. For syllable-level experiments using the character-level LVCSR output, we converted the character sequence to its base-syllable representation using the front-end processing module of Microsoft Research Asia's Mandarin text-to-speech engine that has been designed to handle the problem of homophones in Chinese.
C. Results for Information Retrieval Using Spoken Queries
The results show that with wide-band spoken queries, the results from the headset microphone and the mobile iPAQ are quite comparable. While the results are still worse compared to the result using perfect text (mAP of 0.255 versus 0.358 on TREC-5 and 0.459 vs. 0.489 on TREC-6), given that it is faster to input the queries using speech on mobile devices compared to using handwriting recognition or the soft keyboard, the overall efficiency of spoken-query information retrieval should be greater on a mobile device.
However, results with the cellular-phone channel data are not satisfactory. Without any adaptation to the channel, the best result obtained for spoken queries recorded through cell phones is 0.134 (with the HTK syllable-loop recognizer). The result using the 16 KHz acoustic model in the SAPI 5.0 engine on 8 KHz data recorded from cellular phones is poor as expected. However, with five iterations of unsupervised self-adaptation for each spoken query, the error rate on the cellular-phone data dropped significantly (from 71% CER to 45.9% CER) and the resulting retrieval average precision increased to 0.228. Given that this is the result from self adaptation on just the testing query sentence, it is expected that an acoustic model trained from large amounts of speech collected over the telephone should achieve much lower error rates. For example, syllable error rate in the range of 22% has been reported for Mandarin syllable loop recognition on the Mandarin Across Taiwan (MAT) database [14] . The table also shows the effect of unsupervised self-adaptation, denoted by " adapt." Both character error rates (CER) and the syllable error rates (SER) are reduced by around 30% relatively after four rounds of iterative unsupervised adaptation, which we mostly attribute to the adaptation of the acoustic front-end's normalization parameters. Retrieval performance is improved by 10% on various indexing units.
We have also used HTK 2.2 to perform syllable recognition on our spoken queries and the results are also shown in Table III . Syllable error rate was lowest for headset-microphone data since they best match with the training data. The error rates on test data recorded on the cellular phone is worst because of the channel mismatch problem. The syllable error rates using the syllable-loop recognizer are substantially higher than those derived from the SAPI recognizer due to the following factors.
1) The SAPI 5.0 engine performs character recognition. Constraints from the lexicon and a powerful language model trained on over 1 billion characters of Chinese text are applied during recognition. Only afterwards, the character sequence is converted to syllables.
2) The amount of data used to train the syllable loop recognizer (100 speakers) is significantly less than the amount of data used to train the SAPI 5.0 Mandarin engine (over 1000 speakers). Table IV shows the results of performing the same experiments on the TREC-6 set of queries. Although the general retrieval performance is substantially higher on the TREC-6 queries, the effects are widely consistent between TREC-5 and TREC-6. The recognition error rates for TREC-6 queries were significantly lower compared to TREC-5 queries for recognizers with similar settings. Accordingly, the gap between the mAP for spoken-query based systems was much closer to the mAP achieved with reference text input. For example, without self-adaptation on the incoming queries, the mAP of 0.439 was achieved for the iPAQ data set. With self-adaptation, the mAP increased to 0.459.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a system which allows the use of spoken queries to retrieve textual information from a database over mobile devices. We have demonstrated that retrieval performance on mobile devices with high-quality microphones such as the iPAQ PocketPC PDA is satisfactory compared with the performance one would obtain using a headset microphone or even with perfect text transcriptions. Such robust performance despite recognition errors demonstrates the effectiveness of using character and syllable bigram based approaches for indexing Mandarin text content. The performance of the system with data collected over cellular phones is far apart from those from the PDA. This result can be attributed to 1) the reduction in information that occurs with the reduction in sampling rate from 16 000 Hertz to 8000 Hertz and 2) the lack of training data collected over the same channel. We introduced a channel mapping approach which maps the high bandwidth signal from the available training corpus to be more similar to waveforms collected over the cellular phones and obtained an improvement in recognition accuracy.
With the recent work in Aurora and distributed speech recognition (DSR) [18] , it is anticipated that many mobile devices in the future will extract the features required for speech recognition on the device itself. This would allow for better extraction of suitable signals for speech recognition that will help to ameliorate the channel effects. Our result demonstrates that extracting features using the higher bandwidth signal should help substantially for the spoken query based information retrieval task. Another result in this paper demonstrates the effectiveness of adaptation to improve performance, both in terms of channel adaptation and unsupervised speaker adaptation. Future work will include creating systems which semi-autonomously adapt to data from different channels so that spoken queries from all channels can be recognized accurately.
VI. FUTURE WORK
For our future work, we plan to work toward a unified approach which will take into account the uncertainties in both speech recognition and information retrieval and provide them in a unified framework. Recent work in this area includes the work done by [16] and [17] . Also, a method to unify the largevocabulary speech-recognition system and the syllable-based recognition and indexing system should provide better retrieval performance and provide more robustness toward the issue of the out-of-vocabulary problem.
Another area of future work is to create an appropriate display scheme for retrieval results. Since there are both relevant and irrelevant results for most queries, the organization of the returned results for efficient selection by the user is an important area worthy of studying. We are currently working on using text summarization techniques to efficiently display the gist of each returned article so that they are more easily scanned and reduce the size of area required to display each article [7] . Similarly, the clustering of search results based on their categories will speed up the scanning of the returned results [5] . Another issue worthy of studying is the feedback to be provided to the user in terms of what the system has recognized. While displaying the query recognized by the system may help the user to understand the search results, excessive misrecognitions in the recognized queries may confuse the user as well. Such issues will be explored further with future usability studies.
